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Abstract 

The 17th most prevalent cancer in the world is cutaneous melanoma. Early detection and 

adequate treatment are essential for skin cancer success. It might not be possible to tell 

benign lesions from malignant tumours just by looking at them. The histopathological 

study of the skin biopsy is the gold standard procedure. Skin biopsy has some drawbacks, 

including its invasiveness, the pain it causes, and the requirement for many samples for 

suspected lesions with multiple presentations. Clinical diagnosis can also be aided by non-

invasive tools. Several non-invasive imaging techniques are now available to diagnose 

melanoma because of numerous scientific and technological developments. The most 

advanced network for pattern identification in medical image analysis is the convolutional 

neural network (CNN). Thus, utilizing these advanced techniques a Skin Lesion Classifier 

can be built, which performs segmentation of the Lesion area in the pre-process step to 

avoid extracting and remembering other additional features from the background of the 

dermatoscopic image. For the segmentation task U-Net Architecture is utilized on the PH2 

dataset and obtained validation accuracy of 95%. And performs well on the test data. The 

segmented images are then used to train a lightweight CNN Architecture “MobileNet” using 

some pretrained weights from imagenet dataset and produced validation accuracy of 

84.73% which is pretty good performance. 

Keywords: Dermatscopic skin lesion images, segmentation, U-Net, Convolutional Neural 

Networks, Pretrained weights, MobileNet.  

 

Introduction 

Skin cancer is a less prevalent kind of malignancy, although its prevalence has been 

steadily rising over the past fewdecades. The three most common primary skin 

malignancies are malignant melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, and squamous cell 

carcinoma. Non-Melanomatous Skin Cancers refers to BCC and SCC collectively. Although 
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there has been a steady rise in skin cancer cases over the past few decades, skin cancers 

still rank outside of the top 10 most prevalent cancers globally. The skin cancer with the 

worst prognosis is melanoma. It is successfully treatable by surgery if detected early. 

Nonetheless, survival rates drastically decline after metastasis occurs. Melanoma diagnosis 

is based on clinical examination and traditional lesion biopsy results. A handheld device 

called a dermatoscope is used to perform dermoscopy. The process makes it possible to see 

subsurface skin features that are normally invisible to the human eye in the epidermis, at 

the dermoepidermal junction, and in the papillary dermis. Dermoscopic pictures can be 

captured on film or digitally recorded and stored for future change monitoring. The possible 

impact of skin lesion segmentation on the performance of CNN-based classifiers has been 

examined, despite the good classification performance of CNN-based techniques for skin 

lesion classification without employing any lesion segmentation masks. Only a few research 

have used lesion segmentation data to enhance the effectiveness of CNN-based 

classification workflows. In this paper we try to propose the methodology that performs 

better by including the segmentation in the pre-processing step. And then classifying the 

images after applying the Ground truth masks to the images. The performance of the CNN 

model on three datasets, skin lesion images without applying masks, segmented images 

without any background and segmented images with background around the image are 

compared over the metrics such as validation accuracy and loss. To perform segmentation 

in the pre-process, step the U-Net architecture for semantic segmentation is employed on 

the PH2 dataset. And to perform the classification task pretrained MobileNet architecture is 

used with some pretrained weights from the imagenet dataset. 

 

Literature Survey  

There exist many proposed methodologies for SLC, some of the related work is,  

1) DermoEpert [1]: In this paper, the authors propose a dermoscopic SLC framework 

that is automated called Dermoscopic Expert (Dermo-Expert). A hybrid-CNN classifier, 

transfer learning, and image pre-processing are some of the steps that make up the 

proposed DermoExpert. Class rebalancing, Segmentation and augmentation make up the 

suggested preprocessing. A Hybrid-CNN classifier is trained end-to-end by simultaneously 

passing the input batch of pictures through three separate Feature Map Generators (FMGs) 

to produce various feature map presentations. The three well-known datasets ISIC-2016, 

ISIC-2017, and ISIC-2018, with target classes of 2, 3, and 7, respectively, were used by the 

authors. 

2) Skin lesion segmentation with improved U-Net architecture [2]. This paper 

emphasizes the segmentation of the dematoscopic skin lesions using the improved UNet 

architecture. The convolution layer, rather than the pooling layer, and the ResNet 

architecture are both used in the proposed method's encoding part. To determine 
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classification error and conduct weight adjustments, the CrossEntropy criterion was 

utilized. 89% of the test data were accurately predicted by this model. 

3) Skin Lesion Classification using Deep Learning Architectures [3]. In this paper, 

authors proposed a skin lesion classification model which includes augmenting the labelled 

images, extracting the features, and predicting the skin lesion is proposed. Three different 

models, MobileNet model, VGG-16 model, and a custom model is trained and tested on two 

different datasets. On HAM-10000 dataset achieved the accuracy of 82% using the 

MobileNet architecture. 

The proposed methodologies in above mentioned papers helped us to gain knowledge about 

the present-day technologies used in Skin LesionClassification techniques. [7-15]  

Problem Identification  

The most prevalent form of cancer in humans, skin cancer is typically identified visually 

after a first clinical screening and maybe after dermoscopic analysis, a biopsy, and a 

histological study [7]. The fine-grained variety in how skin lesions form makes it difficult to 

automatically classify skin lesions using photographs. The aforementioned articles have 

suggested various methods for classifying and segmenting skin lesions. Thus, this paper 

aims to propose a methodology to improve the performance of classification of skin lesion 

images using the HAM-10000 dataset.  

Methodology 

In this paper, the proposed methodology for effective skin lesion classification consists of 

the segmentation, augmentation as the pre-processing steps and the segmented images are 

given as input to a pretrained model to train and a model is generated which classifies the 

image into the 7 different classes of lesions. 

 

Fig-1: Proposed Methodology. 
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To implement the proposed methodology popular deeplearning technique CNN is used. The 

segmentation task is carried out using the U-Net architecture and pretrained MobileNet 

architecture is utilized for the classification task. 

Implementation 

1.Datasets: 

 HAM–10000 dataset [4]:  

Actinic keratosis, basal cell carcinoma, melanocytic nevus, actinic keratosis, benign 

keratosis, dermatofibroma, and vascular lesion are among the seven groups of skin 

diseases represented in the data set, which has 10,015 labelled images of size 450x600 

(HAM 10000 dataset). Images. 

 PH2 dataset [5]:  

The Tuebinger Mole Analyzer equipment was used to obtain the dermoscopic skin lesion 

images at the Dermatology Service of Hospital Pedro Hispano in Matosinhos, Portugal, 

under identical circumstances. A 20x magnification was used. They are 768x560 pixel 

images in an 8-bit RGB color format.  

Classes  

Non-Melanoma  

Melanoma  Atypical  

Nevi  

Common  

Nevi  

Total  

Images  

80  80  40  

Table-1: Data distribution in PH2 dataset. 

Utilising these datasets three different datasets are created to analyse the effect of the 

segmentation of Lesion area.  

 Dataset1: The original unmasked images of HAM-10000 dataset.  

 Dataset2: The original images of HAM-10000 dataset are overlayed with the binary 

mask from the HAM10000 lesion segmentation dataset and referred as masked image 

dataset.  

 Dataset3: The contour parts of the Binary Masks are extracted using CV2 and the 

original image is cropped along the contour part. This dataset is referred as Cropped 

dataset.  

 

Fig–2: Demonstrating three datasets. 
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2.Pre-processing: Segmentation and augmentation are the pre-processing techniques 

used in the proposed methodology. 

 Segmentation:  

As it collects aspects of the skin lesion and provides significant shape, structure, texture, 

and colour information, the segmentation process is considered an essential component for 

diagnosis and a crucial prerequisite for skin lesion diagnosis [4]. The recently published U-

Net architecture for semantic segmentation is adopted and used as the ROI extractor. The 

U-Net model is finetuned and trained on the PH2 dataset and used to extract the lesion 

segmentation for the testing dataset.   

 Augmentation:  

To avoid overfitting, CNNs largely rely on vast volumes of data. Unfortunately, due to the 

dearth of extensive accurate manual annotations, several application fields, including lesion 

diagnostics, suffer from tiny database volumes. Data augmentation produces realistic 

changes of the original photos, which helps to partially alleviate the problems associated 

with data insufficiency. This increases the dataset's heterogeneity and generalizability and 

improves training accuracy [4]. The ImageDataGenerator is used for the augmentation of 

the images with the values corresponding to each attribute, rotation_range is 180, 

width_shift_range is0.1, height_shift_range is 0.1, zoom_range value is 0.1, horizontal_flip is 

True, vertical_flip as True, brightness_range of [0.9,1.1], fill_mode value as 'nearest'. By 

performing this operation, the images of all three datasets are increased. 

 

 

3.DeepLearning Model:  

In this paper the deeplearning architecture utilized is CNN. Among the many pre-trained 

CNN architectures available in keras.applications. MobileNet architecture is being utilized 

because it is a lightweight model compared to the other architectures. In the pre-trained 

models, the output is the number of classes available in imageNet dataset (1000) categories 

for all the architectures. For the HAM10000 dataset, we classified the input test images into 

7 groups by creating a dense layer of 7 neurons [6]. A 224 x 224 x 3 RGB image is the 

required input image size for the MobileNet architecture. ReLU, softmax are the activation 

function used and Adam optimizer with starting learning rate of 0.001 is used later 

finetuned using the call-backs. The categorical cross entropy is utilised as the loss 

function. 

 
Fig-3: MobileNet Architecture  
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Results  

In this paper the proposed system makes use of segmentation in the pre-process step to try 

to increase the performance of the MobileNet SLC model.  

 Segmentation Results:  

Segmentation of lesions area is performed utilizing the basic U-Net architecture is 

implemented on the PH2 dataset and achieved pretty good result with an accuracy of 

95.69%.  

Table-2: Segmenation Results on Test data. 

Metrics  Value %  

IOU  96.06  

Dice Coef 91.97  

Precision  92.69  

Recall  93.84  

Accuracy  95.69  

Loss  3.94  

 
Fig-4: Train, validation Accuracy of U-Net architecture.      Fig-5: Train, validation Loss of U-Net architecture 

 

 Classification Results 

The proposed mobileNet architecture is trained with the generated datasets, the cropped 

dataset performed better among the three datasets. The training, validation accuracy and 

loss are shown in the below figures. 
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Fig-6: Train, validation Accuracy of cropped images dataset(dataset-3) Fig-7: Train, validation Loss of 
                                                                        Cropped image dataset (dataset 3) 

 

The classification accuracy of the other three datasets when trained using the same 

mobilenet model i.e., for unmasked dataset is 82% and overlay images dataset is 79%, and 

copped images dataset is 84%. 

  

Fig-8: Classification report of cropped image dataset.  Fig-9: Classification report on unmasked dataset. 

 

Fig-10: Classification report on Masked images dataset. 

Conclusion  

In this paper, the results produced by the proposed methodology are better when compared 

to the results produced by other methodologies. The segmentation task using basic U-Net 

architecture gave test accuracy of 95%. The classification using the MobileNet Architecture 

model on the cropped dataset is performed well on the test dataset and produced 84% 

accuracy, with a loss value of 0.74.  
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Table-3: Comparison of Segmentation results 

Architecture  Error 

rate  

Accura 

cy of 

test 

data  

U-Net  

Modified by 

ResNet in 

decoder and 

convolution 

layer  

0.26  0.89  

Proposed U-Net  0.03 0.95 

The classification results are also compared based on the metrics, accuracy and F1-score. 

Table-4: Classification Result comparison 

Metrics VGG-16 Proposed 

method 

Test 

Accuracy 

79.71% 84.53% 

F1 Score 0.597 0.74 

 

Limitations and Future scope  

The test performance of the proposed classification model is degraded when we try to 

evaluate the images which are segmented by the proposed U-Net segmentation model. One 

of the reasons maybe because segmentation masks utilized to extract ROI for train images 

of classification are not generated by the proposed segmentation model instead, they are 

taken from the HAM-10000 lesion segmentations dataset. Further, in future work we would 

like to train the classification model with the masks generated by the proposed 

segmentation model. 
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